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“IN CIVILIZED SOCIETY, LAW
FLOATS IN A SEA OF ETHICS”
(Earl Warren, US Chief Justice)





The controversial legal and often emotional public debates with regard to the possible
legalisation of euthanasia in South Africa, have increasingly gained momentum over the last
decade, since the advent of the Constitution. This is so because the right to equality (section 9),
dignity (section 10), the right to life (section 11), the right to freedom and security of the person
(section 12), the right to privacy (section 14) and the right to access to health care (section 27), as
foundational cross-currents to the debate, have all been entrenched in the Bill of Rights. Pivotal
to the euthanasia debate is the content to be afforded to the right to life, in context of what is to
be regarded as the quality of life, and to what extent patient autonomy and the right to selfdetermination may be influential to request a physician to end a life which is “not worth
living” on account of terminal illness. In this fiercely contested debate, ethical, moral and
religious objections/dilemmas have been pitted against modern man’s desire to take control of
his/her own destiny (in the face of unbearable pain and suffering) which could be
effected/facilitated by modern medical science, and a less paternalistic and more sympathetic
stance from the medical profession. In this regard, technological and therapeutic advances in
clinical medicine have greatly enhanced the ability of physicians to treat patients and to
prolong their lives. These advances have enabled physicians to sustain the bodily functions of
dying patients without “curing” them, thus increasing the likelihood of a “lingering” death.
In addition, modern man’s apparent ability for longevity in the face of debilitating and deadly
disease such as Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s Disease, Multiple Sclerosis and HIV/AIDS, coupled
with the ever-increasing world population, religious objections to birth control mechanisms,
global warming, wide-spread famine, the possibility of nuclear war and modern man’s
existentialist’s angst and nihilism, have all contributed to the euthanasia debate being
catapulted back into the public and legal arena.
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OUTLINE OF LECTURE:

(A) “Euthanasia” means the intentional termination of the life of a
person, by another person, in order to relieve the first person’s suffering.
According to the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, it is derived from
the Greek eu, meaning good, and thanatos meaning death, and so means
“a quiet and easy death”. Although the Nazi use of “euthanasia” to refer
to some of their atrocities has led some to avoid the term, others
continue to utilize it in its original sense. In the context of the issues in
this lecture, the term “euthanasia” means the unlawful and intentional
termination of the life of a patient by a physician, or someone acting
under the direction of a physician, at the patient’s request, for
compassionate reasons.

MEANING OF TERMS: [1]

(B) Euthanasia can be voluntary, non-voluntary or involuntary.
“Voluntary euthanasia” means euthanasia performed in accordance with
the wishes of a competent individual, whether those wishes have been
made known personally or by a valid, written advance directive. “Nonvoluntary euthanasia” means euthanasia performed without knowledge
of the wishes expressed by a competent person or through a valid
advance directive. “Involuntary euthanasia” means euthanasia
performed against the wishes expressed by a competent person or
through a valid advance directive.

MEANING OF TERMS:[2]





ACTIVE EUTHANASIA: This involves unlawfully and intentionally
causing the death of a person through a direct action, in response to a
request from that person. An example in this regard in S v Hartmann
1975 2 SA 532 (C ), where the accused, Dr Hartmann, injected his father
who was suffering from cancer, at his father’s request, with an overdose
of penthothal;
PASSIVE EUTHANASIA: This form of euthanasia involves the
hastening of the death of a person by withdrawing some form of lifesustaining support and letting nature take its course. For example: a)
removing the life support equipment (eg turning off a respirator or, b)
stopping of medical procedures, medication etc; c) stopping food and
water allowing the person to dehydrate or starve to death; d) not
delivering CPR (cardio-pulmonary resuscitation) and allowing a person
whose heart has stopped, to die. An example in South African case law
of passive euthanasia in respect of a patient in a persistent vegetative
state, is Clarke v Hurst NO 1992 4 SA 630 (D) where a court order was
obtained to remove the patient’s naso-gastric tube, to allow him to die.

MEANING OF TERMS [3]

(C) “Assisted suicide” means the act of intentionally killing oneself
with the assistance of another person who provides the knowledge,
means or both. “Physician-assisted suicide” means the act of
intentionally killing oneself with the assistance of a medical
practitioner, or person acting under the direction of a medical
practitioner, who provides the knowledge, means, or both. (THIS IS
A CRIME IN SA LAW: S V GROTJOHN 1970 2 SA 355 (A) & S V
AGLIOTTI 2011(2) SACR 437 (SGJ)

MEANING OF TERMS:[4]

(D) “Assisted dying” and “assisted death” are generic terms used
to describe both assisted suicide and voluntary euthanasia.
“Physician-assisted death” and “physician-assisted dying” are
likewise generic terms that encompass physician-assisted suicide
and voluntary euthanasia that is performed by a medical
practitioner or a person acting under the direction of a medical
practitioner.
(E) “Withdrawal of potentially life-sustaining treatment” means
ceasing treatment that has the potential to sustain a person’s life.
“Withholding potentially life-sustaining treatment” means
intentionally refraining from commencing treatment that has the
potential to sustain a person’s life.

MEANING OF TERMS:[5]

(F)

“Palliative care” means care provided to people of all ages who
have a life-limiting illness, with little or no prospect of cure, and
for whom the primary treatment goal is quality of life. The
treatment is aimed at alleviating suffering – physical, emotional,
psychological, or spiritual – rather than curing. It aims neither to
hasten nor to postpone death, but affirms life and regards dying
as a normal process. It recognizes the special needs of patients
and families at the end of life, and offers a support system to
help them cope. “Palliative sedation” means the intentional
administration of sedative medication to reduce a patient’s level
of consciousness, with the intent to alleviate suffering at the end
of life. It includes both intermittent and continuous sedation, as
well as both superficial and deep sedation. It may be
accompanied by the withdrawal of artificial hydration and
nutrition. The phrase “terminal sedation” is occasionally used
synonymously with palliative sedation.

MEANING OF TERMS:[6]

(G) Terms related to consent and capacity are also central to any discussion of assisted
dying. In the health law context, “informed consent” means an intelligent choice as to
treatment options made after the patient has been provided with sufficient information
to evaluate the risks and benefits of the proposed treatment and other available options
(SEE SEC 6 AND 7 OF THE NATIONAL HEALTH ACT, 61 0F 2003) “Competence” and
“capacity” mean the ability to understand the subject-matter in respect of which a
decision must be made, and the ability to appreciate the consequences of that decision.
When a patient is competent, he or she is said to have “decisional capacity”, which
means the ability to make a subjective treatment decision based on an understanding of
the medical facts provided by the doctor and on an assessment of one’s own personal
circumstances (SEE CASTELL V DE GREEF 1994 4 SA 408 (C ).

MEANING OF TERMS:[7]



One has to contextualise these various forms of euthanasia with
reference to the influence of the so-called “moment of death” as
a determinant when euthanasia can be considered. In this regard
it is to be noted that prior to the enactment of the National
Health Act in which death is now defined as “brain death”, there
was no definition in the common law or in the South African law
of the moment of death or the point in time at which it can be
said that a person has died. The precise moment at which death
occurs, is, however, of the utmost importance in law since it
holds legal implications, inter alia, for purposes of succession,
harvesting of organs, insurance and criminal liability. For
purposes of the euthanasia debate the following “moments of
death” are to be noted:

MOMENT OF DEATH [1]






Traditional moment: Cardio Pulmonal Test?
Modern Moment: a) Whole Brain death; b) Brainstem death
(clinical death, section 1 of the National Health Act 61 of 2003); c)
Neo-Cortical death (social death [PVS]); d) “Establishment of
death” ito Regulation 9 (regarding the general control of human
bodies, tissue, blood & gametes) (GG 35099 of 2 March 2012) ito
National Health Act; e) “deceased” ito Regulation 1 (regarding
artificial fertilisation of persons)(GG 35099 of 2 March 2012)) ito
National Health Act); f) “terminally ill”, “grievously and
irremediably ill??? ( Draft Bill End-of-life decisions & Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms)
Case Law: Williams / Clarke v Hurst?

MOMENT OF DEATH [2]:










CARDIO-PULMONAL TEST: Heart-lung machine – outdated?
BRAIN DEATH/BRAINSTEM DEATH: Irreversible and irreparable cessation of all the
brainstem functions, inclusive of complete cessation of the heartbeat, respiration, blood
circulation and digestive functions [clinical death ito sec 1 of National Health Act] –S v
Williams
NEO-CORTICAL DEATH: Patient is not brain dead and biologically very much alive,
but has suffered damage to the cortex of the brain, being left in a permanent vegetative
state [PVS] with no cognition or conation [socially dead] –See Clarke v Hurst
ESTABLISHMENT OF DEATH: The death of a person concerned shall be established by
at least two medical practitioners, one of whom shall have been practising as a medical
practitioner for at least five years after the date on which she or he was registered as a
medical practitioner, and none of those medical practitioners shall transplant tissue
removed from that person into a living person or take part in such transplantation:
Provided that where the tissue concerned is eye tissue, the death of the person from
whom the tissue is removed shall be deemed to have been established by the issuing of a
certificate of death in terms of the relevant law by a medical practitioner in respect of
that person –ito National Health Act
“DECEASED”: 'deceased' means somatic death where there is cessation of circulation
and respiration, including loss of corneal reflexes, the eyeballs become flaccid, and the
pupils are fixed and dilated –ito National Health Act

MOMENT OF DEATH [3]





PROBLEMATIC IS THE QUESTION WITH REGARD THE PATIENT
WHO IS NOT BRAIN DEAD OR IN PVS BUT WHO IS ‘GRIEVOUSLY
AND IRREMEDIABLY” ILL WHO REQUESTS ASSISTANCE TO DIE [eg
PAS]: The question then arises whether continuation of such a life
[devoid of all quality], supported by palliative care and sedation, can be
considered as “life” or a “life worth living” - In these instances it is no
longer a purely clinical medical judgment, but involves, for purposes of
terminating
such
a
life,
the
slippery
slope
of
the
legal/moral/religious/social convictions of the society in context of
wrongfulness or unlawfulness –the boni mores now resonating in section
36 of the Constitution!
Compare Barnard CN Good Life, Good Death: A Doctor’s case for Euthanasia
and Suicide (1980) 17:”It is therefore, not the diagnosis of death that
concerns me as much as a possible means of determining when the state
of “being alive” ceases. Dying in this context, can be defined as the
irreversible deterioration in the quality of life which precedes the death
of that particular individual”.

THE “TRICKY” MOMENT OF DEATH:[4]



Although “mental illness” and “disability” are defined in SA legislation, no
definition of “terminal illness” – ‘Intractable and unbearable illness”, defined
by the Draft Bill [End-of-life decisions] as illness, injury or other physical or
mental condition, but excluding a terminal illness, that (a) offers no
reasonable prospect of being cured; and (b) severe physical or mental
suffering of a nature and degree not reasonable to be endured”; “Terminal
illness” is defined as “an illness, injury or other physical or mental condition
that (a) in reasonable medical judgment, will inevitably cause the untimely
death of the patient concerned and which is causing the patient extreme
suffering; or (b) causes a persistent and irreversible vegetative condition with
the result that no meaningful existence is possible for the patient”.

MOMENT OF DEATH: [5]




Comparison to Canadian Law: (in context of sec 39(1) CRSA)
“grievously and irremediably ill” means patient has a serious
medical condition that has been diagnosed as such by medical
practitioner and which is without remedy, as determined by
reference to treatment options acceptable to the patient; and
causes the patient enduring physical, psychological or
psychosocial suffering that is intolerable and cannot be
alleviated by any medical treatment acceptable to the patient; a
“medical condition” means an illness, disease or disability, and
includes a disability arising from traumatic injury. (Carter v
Canada(Attorney General) 2012 BCSC 886.

MOMENT OF DEATH:[6]



Euthanasia is not about whether a particular physician should take the
initiative to cause the death of a patient: the dying patient must be the
person to take the initiative; nor is it about whether a person should be
allowed to commit suicide: in South Africa and many other jurisdictions,
suicide is a legal act, and has been so for decades; nor is it about whether
an otherwise healthy person who is going through a period of depression
should be given assistance to commit suicide: such a patient will not be
given such assistance under any proposed or existing legislation, in stead
their depression would be treated; nor it is about the question whether a
person’s family should be allowed to initiate euthanasia: a person’s
request for aid in dying would have to come from the terminally ill
patient; nor is it about, on an emotional level, whether death squads
should periodically visit hospitals and nursing homes in order to
exterminate the vulnerable who are no longer contributing to society. It is
not everyone who would opt for voluntary active euthanasia: even if the
option were generally available, only a small percentage of people would
probably request it.

LEGAL PERSPECTIVE: [1]



It is submitted that any legal perspective on euthanasia, in context
of the Constitution, must be canvassed on an integrative level. An
integrative level, in my view, is indicative of a legal framework in
which an attempt is made to integrate or harmonise the
understanding and application of euthanasia with reference to a
multi-layered-approach, which has as its source the applicable
supreme provisions of the Constitution; the applicable principles
of the common law; relevant legislation (often articulated in terms
of the Constitution); interpretative case law (as a source of the
positive law) and, considerations of medical ethics. On any given
topic or issue in medical law, in the new paradigm, this multilayered approach "kicks in", as it were, in a quest to find the
applicable legal position which will eventually offers the solution
to the problem.

LEGAL PERSPECTIVE: [2]





In terms of our reported case law , it is clear that apart from voluntary passive
euthanasia, in cases of patients who are in a persistent vegetative state, all other
forms of euthanasia (that is, voluntary/involuntary active euthanasia,
involuntary passive euthanasia) and assistance to suicide, will be unlawful and
will render a physician who performed such forms of euthanasia, liable of
either murder, attempted murder, or culpable homicide, depending in the
circumstances. These instances (albeit performed with a noble motive), at most,
will lead to mitigation of sentence: See Clarke v Hurst supra; S v Hartmann
supra; S v Nkwanyana 2003 1 SACR 67 (W); S v Smorenberg 1992 2 SACR 389 (C
); S v Agliotti supra; S v Robinson 1986 1 SA 666 (A); S v Marengo 1991 2 SACR
43 (W); R v Davidow 1955 TPD unreported; S v De Bellocq 1975 3 SA 538 (T); In
re Grotjohn supra.
It is submitted that the fact that the accused in some of these cases were hardly
sentenced/ or very leniently sentenced despite their convictions to serious
crimes, is indicative of the difficulties experience by the courts with euthanasia.
The legality of the criminalisation of euthanasia might very well be questioned
with reference to the “non-sentences” imposed – see Strauss Doctor Patient and
the Law 342 who refers to ‘criminal non-law’ in this context. What about “the
bloody hand does not inherit”?

LEGAL PERSPECTIVE: CASE LAW



The debate and concomitant jurisprudence in South Africa have exposed the irreconcilable anomalies and
underlying tensions: for instance, although the Constitutional Court has ruled that capital punishment is
unconstitutional and an unacceptable limitation to the right to life in contrast, a female person of any age is
permitted in terms of the Choice of Termination of Pregnancy Act to request, within the prescribed period, a
termination of her pregnancy. In these instances the freedom of choice and the right to bodily/physical integrity
are respected and regarded as justifiable limitations to any other right which may be infringed, on condition that
there is compliance with the strict regulatory framework of the stated legislation. In other words, although there is
a right to abortion and a right to life in South Africa, there is no similar right to die. It is also clear that legalising
euthanasia in South Africa, in the constitutional paradigm, will only be possible if such a practice is regarded as a
justifiable and reasonable limitation to the right to life in terms of section 36 of the Constitution. Conversely, the
criminalisation of euthanasia, will imply a justifiable limitation to the right to dignity, freedom of bodily integrity
and privacy. It is submitted that a central tenet of contemporary South African medico-legal doctrine is the notion
of patient autonomy, that is, the right of a competent adult to determine what shall be done to his or her body.
This right emanates in part from the common law principles of autonomy and self-determination that underlie the
consensual nature of the doctor-patient relationship. In this regard the doctrine of informed consent that has
become firmly entrenched in South African law also dictates that a patient generally possesses the right not to
consent, that is, to refuse treatment. Beyond this common law “informed consent”-basis, however, the right of
patients to make medical decisions and refuse care is also rooted in certain constitutionally protected rights,
namely the right to dignity, privacy and freedom of bodily integrity.

LEGAL PERSPECTIVE: THE CONSTITUTION:





The notion in current South African law that a competent person, in context of euthanasia,
does not have a choice to consent to a regulated physician induced/assisted procedure to
cause his or her death, may be questioned in view of the constitutional provisions relating to
the right to equality (section 9), dignity (section 10), the right to freedom of bodily integrity
(section 12), the right to privacy (section 14) and the right to access to emergency health care
(in terms of section 27), specifically in context of a perceived constitutional right to the
prescription of drugs/medication to control unbearable pain (a right of freedom from pain in
context of palliative care?); A constitutional challenge of the common law crime of
“assistance to suicide”?
It is to be noted that ultimately the right to voluntary active euthanasia, is essentially the
right of freedom to choose, empowering people to have control over their own bodies,
similar to the right to a lawful abortion in terms of the Choice of Termination of Pregnancy
Act or affording homosexual males and females a choice in whether to marry. In reality,
active voluntary euthanasia should only be the choice of patients who are terminally ill, and
who feel that their lives are not worth living because of intractable pain and/or loss of
dignity, and or loss of capability, and who repeatedly and actively have requested assistance
to suicide, and who are of sound mind and not suffering from depression. The only lawful
option, at present, is to remain alive, often in intractable pain in undignified circumstances,
until their bodies finally collapse.

LEGAL PERSPECTIVE: THE CONSTITUTION





The following ruling (invoking the right to dignity) of O’Regan J in S v Makwanyane, serve as
persuasive jurisprudence for the recognition of a regulated and dignified system of active
euthanasia, specifically where the quality of human life is severely compromised/diminished
due to terminal illness:
“[T]he right to life is, in one sense, antecedent to all other rights in the Constitution. Without life
in the sense of existence, it would not be possible to exercise rights or to be the bearer of them. But the
right to life was included in the Constitution not simply to enshrine the right to existence. It is not life
as mere organic matter that the Constitution cherishes, but the right to human life: the right
to share in the experience of humanity. This concept of human life is at the centre of our
constitutional values. The Constitution seeks to establish a society where the individual value
of each member of the community is recognised and treasured. The right to life is central to
such a society. The right to life, thus understood, incorporates the right to dignity. So the rights to
human dignity and life are entwined. The right to life is more than existence, it is a right to be
treated as a human being with dignity: without dignity, human life is substantially
diminished. Without life, there cannot be dignity”

INVOKING THE RIGHT TO DIGNITY AS THE
“ULTIMATE/SUPREME” RIGHT:



Medical ethics, as as a general term covered the several different ways of
examining and understanding moral life. This involves the application of
ethical reasoning to medical decision-making, and particularly to the
question which general moral norms should be accepted for the guidance
and evaluation of medical conduct and why? The core consensus seems to
be that a medical practitioner, by accepting and treating a patient,
irrespective of the circumstances, is first and foremost required “to do no
harm” and to act in the best interest of the patient. The notion of normative
medical ethics has over time evolved into what is generally known today as
the Beauchamp-Childress-medical-ethic-paradigm, consisting of the
following four principles: (a) respect for autonomy (a medical practitioner
has no right to impose treatment upon a patient); (b) non-maleficence (do
not cause harm to the patient); (c) beneficence (do good to patients); and (d)
justice (treatment should be fair, equitable or reasonable). This medical
ethical paradigm is generally regarded as the foundation of the ethical
principle of principlism, also drawing on the principle of universalism in
that these medical ethical principles should apply to everyone.

THE ROLE OF MEDICAL ETHICS





The overarching reason why the ethical debate is relevant in
context of the present topic, is that both legal and
constitutional principles are derived from and shaped by
societal values;
The ethical debate has a bearing on the following questions:
1) Would SA physicians be willing to assist patients with
hastening death if it were legal to do so?; 2)Does current
medical practice to end-of-life care make distinctions that are
ethically defensible, and is the distinction between suicide
and assisted suicide ethically defensible?; 3)Does the law
attempt to uphold a conception of morality inconsistent with
the consensus in SA society?

THE RELEVANCE OF THE ETHICAL DEBATE:





This link between medical ethics and medical law is significant, since the
latter is a tool for enforcing the former. Logically speaking, law can never
be an end in itself, but only a means to an end. Its value and significance
depend on how successful and effective a means it proves to be in
relation to an end.
Can the right to human dignity be invoked as the ultimate human right
(and ethical value) which can lead to the decriminalising of euthanasia?
Dignity is about being human, implying that every transaction must be
managed so as to maximise the dignity of all the parties involved.
Although human dignity has often been denounced as “useless” or
hopelessly amorphous (a feel-good value to be invoked when all else
fails), dignity is not only an essential principle in bioethics and law, but it
really is the only principle that is sustainable as the “Theory of
Everything”. Dignity is the key that, properly used, unlocks all problems
in contemporary medical ethics and medical law.

THE LINK BETWEEN MEDICAL ETHICS AND MEDICAL LAW





An analysis of the Draft Bill (to regulate end-of-life decisions and to
provide for matters incidental thereto), proposed by the South African
Law Commission, 1999, is indicative of the fact that no definite
recommendation is made regarding active voluntary euthanasia – in stead,
three options, are proposed in this regard: a) confirming the present legal
position which sanctions active voluntary euthanasia; b) regulating the
practice of active voluntary euthanasia by legislation, permitting a medical
practitioner to give effect to the request of a terminally ill person, but
mentally competent person to end unbearable suffering, or c) regulating
the practice of active euthanasia by legislation conferring the final
decision on a panel or committee to decide on set criteria.
In addition, the South African Law Commission recommended that a socalled Living Will should be legally recognised insofar as it requests a
passive form of cessation of life

SA LAW COMMISSION AND END-OF-LIFE
DECISIONS BILL





Assisted suicide and euthanasia are criminal offences in most
western countries including the UK, Australia, New Zealand,
France, Germany and most parts of the USA (iro the UK – see
cases of Pretty [2001] UKHL 61, Purdy [2009] UKHL 45 & most
recently Nicklinson [2012] EWHC 2381 (“locked in syndrome”)
–likely to remain so;
Countries/states where it is regulated and lawful include:
Oregon (1994), Washington (2009), Montana (2009), The
Netherlands (2002), Belgium (2002), Luxembourg (2009),
Switzerland (2001) & Colombia (1997); Canada (2015).

COMPARABLE FOREIGN LAW:













Evidence from other jurisdictions instructive and indicated (sec
39(1) CRSA) for SA law in following respects:
What level of compliance have the permissive jurisdictions
achieved with respect to safeguards?
Do the safeguards actively prevent abuse of vulnerable groups?
What inferences can be drawn wrt the likely effectiveness of
comparable safeguards in SA, given different cultural contexts?
What is the impact on palliative care?
What is the impact on the physician-patient relationship?

COMPARABLE FOREIGN LAW:





Carter v Canada (Attorney-General) [2012] BCSC 886 – decided
on 15 June 2012 –judgment of 354 pages and 1415 paragraphs;
most important and comprehensive case and review yet in
western jurisprudence on euthanasia and assisted suicide
(including extensive and careful discussion of medical ethics
and end-of-life practices); also appeal Carter v Canada [2012]
BCCA –decided 12 August 2012;
Blueprint (precedent) which can be followed by SA
Constitutional Court??

THE LANDMARK CANADIAN CASE!!!!!









Applicant (Ms Taylor, suffering from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS)[also
known as Lou Gehrig’s disease] sought a declaratory order that the Canadian
Criminal Code (prohibiting assisted suicide) unjustifiably infringed on sec
7(right to liberty and security of person) and on sec 15 (right to equality)
under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
Madam Justice Smith ruled that the said provisions of the Criminal Code
violate the said sections of the Charter and are of no force and effect to the
extent that they prohibit physician-assisted suicide by a medical practitioner
in the context of a physician-patient relationship, where the assistance is
provided to a fully informed, non-ambivalent competent adult patient who is
grievously and irremediably ill, or soon to become so;
The effect of the declaration was suspended for 1 year and the Court directed
that the applicant, during the period of suspension of the declaration of
constitutional invalidity, was granted a constitutional exemption permitting
her to obtain physician-assisted death under strict conditions.
The Attorney General noted an appeal and the matter was heard on 4 March
2013 – ultimately by the Supreme Court of Canada

EFFECT OF THE CASE:



In an unanimous decision on 6 Febr 2015, the
Court struck down the provision of the
Criminal Code, giving Canadian adults who
are mentally competent and suffering
intolerably and enduringly, the right to PAS,
thereby overruling the 1993 case of
RODRIQUES. BLUE PRINT FOR RSA?

CARTER V CANADA
(AG) 2015 SCC 5










Legal scholars (notably Jordaan in recent research) have analysed the
arguments for and against the decriminalisation of active voluntary
euthanasia and assisted dying wrt, inter alia, the following:
Legalisation of euthanasia will weaken the sanctity-of-life principle;
Palliative care makes it possible to live with dignity right up to the end of
life;
Responsibility of the society trumps the patient’s right to autonomy;
The impossibility of creating safeguards to control and monitor
euthanasia (in context of the SA social environment; the scarcity of health
resources; and the “slippery slope”-argument);
Constitutional challenges of blanket prohibitions of assisted suicide have
been unsuccessful in other rights-based jurisdictions.

A CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO DIE IN SA?



STRANSHAM-FORD CASES: CONTRAST HIGH COURT TO
SCA (2016): HIGH COURT GRANTED ORDER TO OBTAIN
PAS ON CONSTITUTIONAL GROUNDS (A BRAVE AND
PROGRESSIVE JUDGMENT BY FABRICIUS J), BUT SCA
REFUSED TO DEVELOP THE COMMON LAW, ALTHOUGH
ACKNOWLEDGING THE RIGHT TO REFUSE MEDICAL
TREATMENT, ISSUE OF LEGALITY AND THE LEGISLATOR
TO DEVELOP LAW TO LEGALIZE PAS.



Currently aware of 3 pending cases which are
prepared to challenge the SCA decision in the
Constitutional Court.



THE NATIONAL HEALTH AMENDMENT BILL ,
2018 WILL BE INTRODUCED IN PARLIAMENT
TO PROVIDE FOR LEGAL RECOGNITION, LEGAL
CERTAINTY AND LEGAL ENFORCEABILITY
REGARDING ADVANCE HEALTH CARE
DIRECTIVES SUCH AS THE LIVING WILL AND
THE DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR
HEALTH CARE – ALMOST A REALITY ITO SEC
7A & 7B OF PROPOSED NATIONAL HEALTH
AMENDMENT BILL 2019.

RECOGNITION OF LIVING
WILLS?







HOWEVER, in view of our CC’s mandate to all SA courts to ”develop
the common law with due regard to the values, spirit, objectives and
purport of our Bill of Rights (see Carmichele-case 2002 1 SACR 79
(CC));
Invoking the right to equality, dignity, bodily integrity (patient
autonomy); privacy, and access to health care (inclusive of emergency
care and pain relief) and;
Drawing on the persuasive judgment in Carter v Canada supra, in
context of sections 36 and 39 of the CRSA, a compelling case for the
decriminalisation of euthanasia and assisted suicide to be made.
Strong argument that common law prohibition of assistance to suicide
(in context of doctor-patient relationship) infringes on the right to
equality, patient autonomy, dignity and access to health care as
contemplated in the CRSA.

A CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO DIE IN SA?







In conclusion it is submitted, that the underlying values, spirit and purport of
the applicable sections in the Constitution, seem to be supportive of the
introduction of voluntary active euthanasia in South Africa.
Such a
dispensation, should be strictly regulated and monitored to ensure the
autonomy of competent terminally ill patients while guarding against any
possible abuse of the system. In pursuance of section 39 of the Constitution,
there is much to be gleaned from the Dutch and Oregon experiences.
Ultimately, euthanasia is a matter of patient autonomy and individual choice this reality was already echoed as long ago as the 14th century by the first major
dissenter among European writers, Michel de Montaigne, who wrote:
“Death is a remedy against all evils: it is a most assured haven, never to be
feared, and often to be sought. All comes to a period, whether man makes an
end of himself, or whether he endures it. Whether he runs before his day, or
whether he expects it. Whence soever it come, it is ever his own, where ever
the thread is broken, it is all there, it’s the end of the web. The voluntariest
death is the fairest. Life dependeth on the will of others, death on ours”.

RECOMMENDATION AND CONCLUSION:

MY MIRACULOUS
JOURNEY WITH
CANCER: 2016-2019







FROM A VERY YOUNG AGE AN AVID TENNIS PLAYER –
“THAT LUCKY OLD SUN”
IN LATER YEARS SMALL SUNSPOTS REMOVED BY
DERMATOLOGISTS
IN JUNE 2016 NOTICED A SMALL GROWTH /PIN SIZE
NODULE ON MY SCALP – CONSULTED
DERMATOLOGIST – BIOPSY TAKEN – NOT A DEFINED
GROWTH BUT NEED TO REMOVE SURGICALLY –
APPOINTMENT MADE (NO URGENCY WAITED 3
MONTHS);
GROWTH REMOVED (ONLY SUPERFICIALLY) BY THE
SO CALLED “MOH’S PROCEDURE”

EARLY YEARS AND
START OF JOURNEY





THE MOH’S PROCEDURE LEFT ME WITH A
GAPING HOLE ON MY SKULL WITH STRONG
SUSPICION THAT THE CANCER HAD
PENETRATED MY SKULL BONE – BUT
DERMATOLOGIST PERFORMING THE MOHS
NOT QUALIFIED TO PERFORM SURGERY IN
THE SKULL – THE TASK FOR A SURGEON OR
NEURO-SURGEON
DISCHARGED FROM THE DAY CLINIC
WITHOUT ANY DEFINITIVE PLAN FOR
TREATMENT --- REFERRED TO ONCOLOGY

MOH’S NOT
SUCCESSFUL





DIAGNOSTIC TESTS PERFORMED (MRI ETC) –
CONSULTATIONS WITH SPECIALISTS IN
VIEW OF THE FACT THAT THIS WAS AN
AGGRESSIVE SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA
THAT HAD PENETRATED THE SKULL AND
WAS ON ITS WAY TO THE BRAIN – ALREADY
PENETRATED THE DURA
PROGNOSIS VERY POOR WITH AN OPTION
OF VERY RISKY SURGERY BY TEAM OF
SPECIALISTS (NEURO-SURGEON, SURGEON,
PLASTIC SURGEON ETC)

SEQUAL OF EVENTS





MATERIAL RISK OF STROKE OR DEATH DURING
OPERATION (WOULD INCLUDE AN EXCESSIVE
CRANIOTOMY WITH MASSIVE BLEEDING AND
GRAVE CONSEQUENCES);
THE SPECIALISTS NOT “HELPFUL” IN FOSTERING
INFORMED CONSENT, EXCEPT VERY EMINENT
NEURO-SURGEON TELLING ME “THAT HE DOES NOT
KNOW WHAT HE WOULD HAVE DONE IN MY
POSITION – WITHOUT OPERATION CERTAIN DEATH
WITHIN 3 TO SIX MONTHS – REALIZED THAT “MY
NUMBER WAS UP – HENCE INFORMED REFUSAL!

THE REALITY OF THE
PROPOSED SURGERY









RESIGNED THAT DEATH WAS INEVITABLE AND STARTED TO
PREPARE MYSELF – WITH MY BACKGROUND AN AVID SUPPORTER
OF PAS – REALIZED THAT I WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO GET THIS IN
SA, WILL HAVE TO SEEK THIS OVERSEAS;
CONTACTED THE OVERSEAS CONNECTION WITH EMPHASIS ON
DIGNITY – VERY UNDERSTANDING AND COMPASSIONATE;
TENTATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
ON HOME SOIL A LONELY AND SOMBRE ROAD WITH LITTLE
SUPPORT FROM THE MEDICAL PROFESSION?CHEMO AND
RADIATION NOT A VIABLE OPTION;
OFTEN CONTEMPLATED SUICIDE AS THIS WAS THE ONLY OPTION
IN SA – NO DIGNIFIED AND HUMANE WAY TO EXIT LIFE NOT
WORTH LIVING IN SA!

I WAS GOING TO DIE!








A STUDENT OF MINE, HEARD ABOUT MY CONDITION, HIS FATHER
HAD LIVER CANCER WITH POOR PROGNOSIS, BUT HAD A GREAT
SURVIVAL RATE AFTER THE COMPLIMENTARY TREATMENT BY A
LOCAL SPECIALIST AND HIS DEDICATED TEAM;
CONSULTED THE DOCTOR AND IMMEDIATELY RECEIVED WEEKLY
“IMMUNO-THERAPY’ WITH MARKED IMPROVEMENT; IN ADDITION
COMPASSION, CARE AND INTERACTION AND SUPPORT WITH
OTHER CANCER PATIENTS;
DEFINITELY CURTAILED THE GROWTH OF THE TUMOR,
PENETRATING MY BRAIN;
A GLIMMER OF HOPE THAT KEPT ME ALIVE AND FULLY
FUNCTIONAL FOR 6 MONTHS

1 ST NOVUS ACTUS
INTERVENIENS









FROM THE OUTSET AND ON MY INSISTENCE,
RECEIVED WEEKLY TREATMENT OF THE OPEN
WOUND FOR A PERIOD OF 4 YEARS BY WOUND
SISTERS;
THEY ADMINISTERED EXTENSIVE WOUND CARE
3 TIMES A WEEK AND PREVENTED POSSIBLE
INFECTIONS;
SUPERLATIVE CARE AND DEDICATION ALSO IN
PROVIDING EMOTIONAL AND MOTIVATIONAL
SUPPORT;
I OWE MY LIFE TO THEM!

2ND NOVUS ACTUS INTERVENIENS – THE
WOUND SISTERS – ANGELS OF MERCY







BY JANUARY 2018, CLEAR THAT MY CONDITION WAS
NOT IMPROVING, THE TUMOR WAS FIRMLY LODGED IN
MY SKULL; HAD PENETRATED THE DURA WITH A SIZE
OF 12 CM BY 7 CM (CONFIRMED BY FOLLOW UP MRI);
PAS NOW VERY MUCH A REALITY AND
ARRANGEMENTS WERE MADE TO EFFECT PAS ABROAD
DURING THE LAST WEEK OF FEBRUARY 2018 –
REQUIRED CAREFUL PLANNING AND STRICT
PROTOCOL HAD TO BE FOLLOWED --- THIS WAS THE
END!;
TIME TO SAY GOODBYE – MOST DIFFICULT WAS MY DOG
….

FALLING ON HARD TIMES











IN LATE JANUARY 2018, IT CAME TO MY KNOWLEDGE (NOT VIA THE
MEDICAL PROFFESION), THAT A NEW DRUG CALLED “KEYTRUDA”
(DEVELOPED IN THE USA BY PROFF ALLISON AND HONJO (JAPAN)–
WHO RECEIVED THE NOBEL PRIZE FOR MEDICINE IN 2018) HAS BEEN
REGISTERED BY THE MEDICINES CONTROL COUNCIL IN SA;
APPARENTLY IT HAS BEEN AROUND FOR 5 YEARS IN THE USA WITH A
HUGE SUCCESS RATE;
IT IS A FORM OF IMMUNO-THERAPY INDICATED FOR THE TREATMENT
OF MELANOMA; SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA AND SMALL CELL
LUNG CANCER.
IT WORKS IN CONJUNCTION WITH YOUR OWN IMMUNE SYSTEM AND
ACTIVATE THE T-CELLS TO SEARCH AND ATTACK AND OBLITERATE
THE CANCER CELLS;
VERY EXPENSIVE TREATMENT – ONE SACHET OF KEYTRUDA (150 ML)
R100 000-00 PER UNIT, AND IN SA MEDICAL SCHEMES REFUSE TO PAY
THIS
UNCERTAIN HOW MANY UNITS WOULD BE NECESSARY

ENTER KEYTRUDA – THE SILVER
BULLET!









LOCATED AN ONCOLOGIST WHO COULD ADMINISTER
THE KEYTRUDA;
ADMINISTERED BY WAY OF A DRIP -- IMMUNOTHERAPY LASTING 45 MINUTES; TREATMENT TO BE
ADMINISTERED EVERY 3 WEEKS
I PAID THE FIRST R100 000-00 AND SUBMITTED MYSELF
TO TREATMENT – THERE WERE NO SIDE-EFFECTS –
DROVE OFF AND WENT BACK TO WORK – NO
DISCOMFORT/COMPLICATIONS EXPERIENCED
WITHIN A WEEK THERE WERE MARKED, ASTONISHING
AND MIRACULOUS RESULTS ….
FROM THIS TO THAT …. AS FOLLOWING PHOTOS SHOW

A MATTER OF LIFE OR DEATH!

THE MONSTER ON MY
SKULL!

3 WEEKS LATER

A FEW MONTHS LATER









AFTER 3 SACHETS OF KEYTRUDA, THE TUMOR HAS BEEN
OBLITERATED – TOOK A FOURTH SACHET FOR GOOD MEASURE –
OUT OF POCKET R400 000-00 – MEDICAL SCHEME STILL WOULD
NOT REIMBURSE;
AMAZINGLY ENOUGH, NO SURGERY, NO CHEMO OR RADIATION,
NO PAIN, NO DISCOMFORT, FULLY FUNCTIONAL AND WORKING –
A MIRACLE BUT FOR THE GRACE OF GOD!
COMBINATION OF VIGOROUS IMMUNO-BOOSTING TREATMENT,
METICULOUS WOUND CARE AND KEYTRUDA OBLITERATED THE
TUMOR IN ITS ENTIRITY – I COULD FEEL HOW THE GROWTH WAS
EXORCISED OUT OF MY SKULL – ATTENDING ONCOLOGIST AND
WOUND SISTERS ABSOLUTELY GOBB-SMACKED AND ME ELATED
AND ETERNALLY GRATEFUL;
NO MORE PAS – ESCAPED DEATH AND ON ROAD TO FULL
RECOVERY!

LIKE A TSUNAMI ….





AS I STAND BEFORE YOU TODAY, I HAVE,
BY THE INFINITE GRACE OF GOD, AND
THE AFORESAID INTERVENTIONS,
COMPLETELY BEEN CURED.
OBSERVE MY SCALP!

COMPLETELY CURED!







DURING 2018 WHEN I REALIZED THAT I WAS GOING TO RECOVER,
I WROTE A FULL REPORT TO ALL ATTENDING PHYSICIANS AND
MY MEDICAL SCHEME RECOUNTING MY FULL JOURNEY IN GREAT
DETAIL, WITH A FULL PORTFOLIO OF PHOTOS AND DIAGNOSTIC
TESTS BEFORE AND AFTER;
TO MY GREAT AMAZEMENT AND DISAPPOINTMENT, APART
FROM MY ATTENDING ONCOLOGIST, THE SISTERS AND THE
IMMUNO-THERAPY TEAM, NOT ONE OF THE PHYSICIANS
RESPONDED!!!!!! WHY? PERCEIVED IT AS “A CONSPIRACY OF
SILENCE!”
THE MEDICAL SCHEME RESPONDED THAT “MY APPEAL FOR
PAYMENT” WAS SUCCESSFUL – I NEVER LODGED AN APPEAL – BUT
THEY REIMBURSED ME WITH TWO THIRDS OF THE KEYTRUDA
COSTS FOR WHICH I WAS GRATEFUL.

SHARING THE GOOD NEWS






NOT GOING TO DWELL ON MY PERSONAL AND
SPIRITUAL FEELINGS – OBVIOUSLY, AFTER SUCH AN
EXPERIENCE, NO LONGER THE SAME PERSON -FROM A YOUNG AGE I HAVE BEEN TAUGHT THAT
YOU MUST FEED YOUR FAITH AND YOUR FEARS WILL
BE STARVED TO DEATH!
WHAT HAVE I GLEANED FROM A PROFESSIONAL
POINT OF VIEW AND AS A MEDICAL LAW SCHOLAR?
AS MY LONG--TIME MENTOR AND FRIEND, PROF SAS
STRAUSS HAD OBSERVED: “THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN DOCTOR, PATIENT AND THE LAW IS A
DELICATE TRIANGLE AND SINCE TIME IMMEMORIAL
IT IS HERE TO STAY”

WHAT CAN I SAY?











PAS SHOULD BE LEGALIZED IN SA IN TERMS OF A CONSIDERED REGULATORY
SYSTEM WHEREBY PATIENT AUTONOMY AND HUMAN DIGNITY IS RESPECTED
AND THE COMMON LAW SHOULD ACCORDINGLY BE DEVELOPED – IT IS
ULTIMATELY A QUESTION OF INFORMED AND COMPETENT CHOICE WHICH IS AN
INTEGRAL PART OF A CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY --- IT ALSO STEMS FROM
MY DESPERATE QUEST TO FIND A DIGNIFIED AND HUMANE WAY TO DIE IN SA;
INFORMED CONSENT IS POORLY UNDERSTOOD BY MANY HEALTH CARE
PRACTITIONERS IN CONTEXT OF FORM, CONTENT AND APPLICATION, AND
THERE IS VERY LITTLE TOLERANCE FOR INFORMED REFUSAL AS SOME HEALTH
CARE PRACTITIONERS STILL CLING TO MEDICAL PATERNALISM. THIS IS A CLEAR
VIOLATION OF SEC 6,7 OF THE NATIONAL HEALTH ACT AND PATIENT
AUTONOMY;
PATIENTS SHOULD ALWAYS, UNLESS IT IS AN IMMEDIATE EMERGENCY, AND
DEPENDING ON THE GRAVITY OF THE MEDICAL INTERVENTION, OBTAIN A
SECOND MEDICAL OPINION;
IN CASES OF MOST, IF NOT ALL CASES OF CANCER, AN INTERDISCIPLINARY
APPROACH SHOULD BE FOLLOWED WITH RECOGNITION OF IMMUNE-BOOSTING
THERAPY AND THE OPTIMUM UTILIZATION OF WOUND CARE SERVICES, WHERE
SURGERY HAS BEEN PERFORMED – THE TRIAD OF TREATMENT THAT SAVED ME;
HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS SHOULD KNOW THE LIMITATIONS OF THEIR
TRAINING AND EXPERTISE AND ACT ACCORDINGLY.

WHAT I CAN SAY









ALTHOUGH THERE IS A RIGHT TO LIFE IN SA, THERE IS NO
RIGHT TO DIE – IS THERE A CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO
PAIN CONTROL EVEN IF THIS HASTENS THE DEATH?
EASY TO DIE IN SA AS A RESULT OF VIOLENCE, BUT
DIFFICULT TO DIE IN A DIGNIFIED AND HUMANE WAY
WITH CONSENT;
OVERWHELMING NEED IN SA FOR NGO,S OR
ORGANIZATIONS TO ASSIST WITH END OF LIFE DECISIONS
IN A REGULATED WAY WITH CHECKS AND BALANCES
THE “DEFECTIVE DIALOGUE BETWEEN LAW AND
MEDICINE” TO BE IMPROVED – THIS HOLDS TRUE FOR THE
ROLE OF MEDICAL SCHEMES TOO ITO TRANSPARENCY
AND COMPASSION

WHAT I CAN SAY









THE EMPHASIS SHOULD BE ON SOLIDARITY AND
JUSTICE IN HEALTH CARE;
SOLIDARITY, AS A CONDITION OF EQUAL ACCESS TO
HEALTH CARE, REFERS TO THE NOTION OF SOCIAL
JUSTICE;
MEDICAL PROFESSION AND HEALTH INSURANCE
INDUSTRY SHOULD STRIVE FOR COLLECTIVE
SOLIDARITY, RECOGNISING HUMANNESS, DIGNITY
AND VALUE OF PATIENTS;
NOT JUST A FACELESS ENTITY BENT ON ECONOMIC
CONSIDERATIONS

WHAT I CAN SAY







THE MOST DISCONCERTING ASPECT, AND THIS
HAUNTS ME, IS THE FLAGRANT INEQUALITY IN
HEALTH CARE – I SURVIVED BECAUSE I COULD
AFFORD THE MEDICATION. MANY PATIENTS
CANNOT AND DIE
THE BIG DIVIDE BETWEEN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC
HEALTH CARE IN SA – DOUBTFUL WHETHER THE
PROPOSED NHI WILL SOLVE THIS
I AM GRATEFUL TO BE ALIVE, BUT EVEN IF I HAD TO
DIE I TAKE COMFORT IN THE FOLLOWING WORDS:

WHAT I CAN SAY

“

I HAVE LEARNED FROM MY LIFE IN MEDICINE
THAT DEATH IS NOT ALWAYS AN ENEMY. OFTEN IT
IS GOOD MEDICAL TREATMENT. OFTEN IT
ACHIEVES WHAT MEDICINE CANNOT ACHIEVE – IT
STOPS SUFFERING” ( Prof Christiaan Barnard)

POINT TO PONDER:









Unique quality of humans is the ability to rise above oneself in the face of
adversity and hardship. Throughout the passage of time disease has been
a constant companion of mankind. It is the way in which one deals with
the affliction that remains the ultimate challenge.
In the end I had to take this journey, not because I am special or unique,
but because I am human, and like many others before me, and no doubt
after me, I heard “an owl calling my name “ and I was destined to rise
above myself even if this resulted in death;
It is in the “rising above myself” as a human that I now understand
humility, dignity (the right that can unlock all problems in medical law),
humanness and empathy with mankind and the “human condition”–
surely I am now an improvement on my former self;
As Voltaire has stated :” Life is a shipwreck, but don’t forget to sing in the
life boats!” I have found my song again … !

ULTIMATE CHALLENGE IS TO RISE ABOVE
ONESELF

Thank you for attending

The man who couldn't die!

“THIS IS GOING TO HURT”
Coming soon

The man who couldn't die!
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